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ABSTRACT
Healthcare-associated infections (HAI) are a pressing problem affecting vulnerable
individuals who come to the hospital to receive care for one condition only to find that they have
contracted another during their stay. Studies point to the importance of training and educating
staff in order to implement and comply with recommended infection control and prevention
control and prevention practices as lack of training and knowledge about infection control and
prevention has been perceived to bring about a limited ability for direct care staff to adhere to
recommended processes and activities. Although there are prior studies on the effects of
assessments, infection control practices, and audits on the reduction of healthcare associated
infections, there is little research tying facility structure, resources, and practices with HAI rates
of facilities.
The purpose of this research is to discover if there is an association between infection
control practices of healthcare facilities, their reported HAI rates and outbreaks of notifiable
disease. Datasets for analysis will include: National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) data,
Infection control assessments result from Nevada facilities, health care facility outbreak data
(length of outbreak, etiologic agent, the month of outbreak, etc.), nursing home compare data,
and hospital compare data as it related to the study. Once the link is better understood, this
information can be utilized in assessing and developing more effective infection prevention
measures for healthcare facilities.
The Donabedian framework was used to examine and evaluate the structure, process, and
outcome of infection control practices. In this study, structure elements and process elements are
shown to influence outcome.
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INTRODUCTION
The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) defines a Healthcare Associated Infection (HAI)
as difficulties of healthcare delivery connected with high mortality and morbidity, with several
caused by the most serious antibiotic-resistant (AR) bacteria that may lead to death or sepsis
(Healthcare-Associated Infections (HAIs) CDC Winnable Battles Final Report, n.d.). The
infections may be triggered by infectious agents from sources that are endogenous (body sites
usually inhabited by microorganisms, such as the nose, mouth, skin, vagina, or gastrointestinal
(GI) tract ) or exogenous (external sources such as visitors, patient care personnel, patient care
equipment, healthcare environment, or medical devices ) (Horan et al., 2008).
Throughout the country, high rates of HAI have driven a cause for alarm. Monitoring
infection rates and measuring infection prevention and control programs is an essential indicator
for progress in steps to prevent further infections. Studies point to considerable differences in the
practice of infection control measures. For example, results of a study showed that in a survey of
facilities around the world, 70% of the facilities trained staff for cleaning upon hire and cleaning
and monitoring practices varied (Kenters, 2018). Many facilities did not have policies or
regulations in place to govern resistant pathogens, while others did not only follow detailed
guidelines to control resistant pathogens but also carried out periodic surveillance and
environmental cultures for resistant pathogens. The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
(CMS) has a pay-for-performance program that pushes health care facilities to reduce their
healthcare acquire conditions or face a reduced adjustment payment for hospital claims.
Recently, CMS has subjected all hospitals with performance in the worst-performing quartile to a
1 percent payment reduction for all discharged between October 1, 2018, and September 30,
2019. (HAC-Reduction-Program, 2018). Even though efforts have been carried out in infection
1

control research in nursing homes, significant disparities are present in the practice of infection
control (Herzig et al., 2016).
While studies have found links between practices and infections, there is still a need for
the analysis of infection control element of facilities and how these elements affect outcomes
such as infection rates. Research analyzing current gaps to infection prevention and infection
control in nursing homes is vital for the development and implementation of cost-effective and
targeted infection prevention and control practices that can be implemented by all healthcare
facilities at high risk of HAI with a high chance of success (Mody et al., 2005). Infection
prevention program in nursing homes are different from infection prevention program in
hospitals due to the differences in regulations and requirements governing them. For example,
hospitals are required to have an infection preventionists on staff while federal regulation does
not require an infection preventionists in nursing homes until November 2019. The difference in
requirements can explain why nursing homes with an infection control deficiency citation had
infection control professional that had less training and chances to find opportunities for
continuing training in infection control (Herzig et al., 2016).
This study aims to study the association between structure and process of infection
control programs of health care facilities and their HAI outcomes. There has been no study to
date on the state of Nevada using the structure-process-outcome framework for the analysis of
the state facilities’ infection control programs and their HAI outcomes. This gap in literature
brings motivation for this study to evaluate the link between infection prevention practices in
healthcare facilities and their healthcare-associated infection rates in Nevada. We aim to study if
practices have a meaningful impact on healthcare-associated infection rates and healthcare
deficiencies. It is still unclear what the relationship of preventative measures are with outcomes
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in different Nevada facilities since all other studies are either national studies or were done in
other states. Nevada is ranked 50th in the United States for medical doctors per capita and needs
more nurses and psychiatrists. Recruitment of more physicians and nurses in Nevada is important
and necessary for the provision of quality care (Baumer, 2018). According to CDC, out of the 22
hospitals that had sufficient data in 2014, 32% had a Standard Infection Ratio (SIR) pointedly
worse than the value of the national SIR (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2016). The
CDC reported that among the 24 facilities that reported infection rates in 2014, the state’s SIR
was significantly higher compared to the national SIR across all reportable healthcare-associated
infections including Catheter-Associated Urinary Tract Infections (CAUTI), Surgical Site
Infections (SSI) Abdominal Hysterectomy, Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus
(MRSA) Bacteremia, SSI Colon Surgery, Clostridium difficile infections, and Central LineAssociated Bloodstream Infections (CLABSI) (Baumer, 2018). Data on infection prevention and
control programs of Nevada healthcare facilities recently became available with the Infection
Control Assessment, and Response (ICAR) and this study will allow for the first evaluation of
the relationship between Nevada facilities’ infection control programs and their infection control
rates.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter examines the current studies on infection control practices in health care
facilities and their impact on infection rates and patient care outcomes. This chapter has three
sections. Section one evaluates the incidence and significant causes of infections in several
healthcare settings. Section two evaluates the reporting practices, compliance and auditing
practices of nursing staff for infection control activities. Finally, section three evaluates the
current literature on the impact of infection control practice on outbreaks and infection rates.
Scopus was the central database searched for this study. Other search engines utilized for
conducting the literature review included Academic Search, PubMed, and Google. The search
terms included: Infection control AND nursing home. We replicated the search for hospitals. We
reviewed the abstracts of articles and decided on whether the research was appropriate for this
study, along with additional articles identified from the reference list of the relevant articles.
Additional searches were conducted selecting all library databases available from the UNLV
library with keywords including healthcare-associated infection, nosocomial infections,
outbreaks and nosocomial infection, outbreaks, and prevention of nosocomial infection, and
antibiotic resistance and health care. We identified other articles upon further review of sources
of articles.
The reviewed literature strongly suggests that infection control activities bring about a
reduction in hospital-acquired infections. From the synthesis of themes found in key sources, we
identified gaps in knowledge and practices as it affects patient safety to be addressed in the
proposed research study. The major themes circle around infection control standards and
outcomes, surveillance of infection prevention practices, hand hygiene, environmental services,
outbreaks, personal protective equipment and the adherence to guidelines.
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A. Incidence and major causes of infections in healthcare settings
In a study conducted by Cardemil, Parashar, and Hall, (2017), long-term care facilities
(LTCFs) and hospitals were cited as the most commonly reported places for norovirus outbreaks
in better developed countries. From estimates, a majority (90%) of norovirus-associated deaths in
the United States happen among persons of 65 years or older with long-term facilities being the
most common location for outbreaks. A systematic review of norovirus disease risk in older
adults in high-income and upper-middle–income (HI/UMI) developed countries found that the
attack rate ranged from 3% to 45%, the care hospitalization rates ranged from 0.5% to 4.3%, and
fatality of cases ranged from 0.3% to 1..6 % (Lindsay L., Wolter J., De Coster I., et a, 2015).
While some studies looked into the genotypes affecting older adults, evidence shows that
GII.4 viruses caused a significant amount of norovirus disease in LTCFs and hospital (Chan
M.C.W., Leung T.F., Chung T.W.S., et al., 2015). The authors hold that in healthcare settings,
risks of transmission are high and contact can be the most effective wat to block transmission.
The authors conclude that LTCFs and hospitals in developed countries are the healthcare settings
that report norovirus outbreaks the most, with older people more likely to experience healthcareassociated infections of higher severity and poorer outcomes. This study alludes to future
prevention activities such as the current clinical trials of some norovirus vaccines that have the
possibility of bringing in benefits for many age groups and populations.
Outbreaks in healthcare settings should be taken seriously as they cause disruptions in the
standard functions and operations of healthcare facilities. Outbreaks can be more challenging to
handle when there is a delay in the determination of the source of the outbreak and if measures
are not put in place to control the (Boyce & Pittet, 2002). Outbreaks can be traced back to
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patients, medical equipment, the environment, and the staff. The most common source of
transmission in the outbreaks is contact transmissions from poor hand hygiene practices.
Personnel non-compliance with the removal of artificial nails and rings can reduce the
effectiveness of hand hygiene practices as they carry higher rates of gram-negative bacteria
(Boyce & Pittet, 2002). Measures to be taken during an outbreak include hand hygiene, adjusting
the number and division of personnel among units, enhancing isolation practice, testing
personnel or patients, or closing a unit or halls where patients congregate until the outbreak is
closed (Sood & Perl, 2016).
The above studies demonstrate the current knowledge surrounding health-care-associated
infections in healthcare settings. These studies show the incidence and problem of healthcareassociated infections in healthcare facilities that include vulnerable populations such as children
and older adults and demonstrate that there is a cause for concern regarding healthcareassociated infection rates in healthcare facilities. Some challenges that facilities face revolve
around compliance with recommended healthcare practices. The challenges stem from various
factors from staffing to the availability of appropriate management staff (Herzig et al., 2016).
The next section aims to review the current literature on adherence and compliance with
recommended infection control practices and activities.

B. The compliance and auditing practices of nursing staff in infection control activities.
The availability of appropriate personnel with job-specific training and support for
infection prevention and antibiotic stewardship are crucial to improvement in infection control
practices in healthcare settings (Herzig et al., 2016). The presence of trained staff or team
leaders ensures that the staff members under them are taught to follow the standards and
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examples set. Challenges are more significant for short-staffed facilities as infection control staff
have been said to have at least two responsibilities apart from infection control responsibilities as
well as no direct infection prevention and control training (Herzig et al., 2016). Nursing homes
with an infection control deficiency citation had infection control professional that had less
training chances to have opportunities for continuing training in infection control (Herzig et al.,
2016). Training for skilled nursing and nursing home facilities should encourage infection
control staff to incorporate surveillance, quality management, environmental review, antibiotic
stewardship, and reporting of disease to the public health department (Smith et al., 1997).
Infection prevention education ought to include education on (Smith et al., 2008). A study
showed that after analysis of 266 infection control staff who, for two days, had an intensive basic
training program on infection prevention and control, the trainers were found to demonstrate
more post-course knowledge, as well as a noteworthy increase in application of essential
infection control practices after a 3 and 12 month, follow up (Smith et al., 2008). It is important
for facilities to be compliant in the availability of resources to ensure the proper implementation
of infection control practices and policies.

1. Training and Education
Personnel that handle infection control should have the qualifications to handle different
events and scenarios in the organization. Proper training, as well as infection control
certifications, ensure that infection prevention staff possess the knowledge and skills to perform
their job and train staff effectively. Ongoing training is necessary for the reduction of HAIs with
more importance placed for those administering direct patient care (Kaur et al., 2017). Through
the survey of 2,514 US nursing homes that were randomly sampled between December 2013 and
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December 2014, results showed that some training was provided only at orientation and when
there is an outbreak. 6% and 17% of NHs respectively conducted IPC training only when an
infection outbreak takes place, only at new employee orientation, or neither. 64% of nursing
homes were found to conduct training when an outbreak occurred and at orientation. In a
multivariable analysis, nursing homes with high use of catheter had reduced chances to conduct
training at new employees training and in the event of an outbreak (Kaur et al., 2017). Catheterassociated urinary tract infections were cited to have the highest number of preventable deaths
and cost impact as 65%-70% of cases of these infections could be avoidable with recent
evidence-based strategies (Umscheid et al., 2011). From the studies mentioned, we can infer that
training in infection control is linked to improved quality measures in nursing homes.
Specifically, when infection control training is provided for new employee orientation and in the
event of an outbreak, there are better outcomes in care and the prevention of infection. The
research study alludes to future research on whether the timing of training could have an effect
on the infections in nursing homes. Training and prevention strategies can avoid numerous HAIs
and save many lives and costs of care (Umscheid et al., 2011).

2. Surveillance/containment
Li et al. (2017) evaluated whether surveillance systems protected patients from health
associated infections. Previously named the National Nosocomial Infections Surveillance
(NNIS), the National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) is a broadly used healthcare-associated
infection tracking system. The nosocomial infection rate was shown to have diverse levels of
reduction throughout surveillance with hospital and national systems (Li et al., 2017). A study by
T. Benet et al. (2017) supported this and showed that with continuous surveillance, there was a
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decline of the attuned infection rate by 1.0% every year in ICUs, but in a year that there was a
disruption in the surveillance, there was a 16.1% increase in infection rate (T. Benet et al., 2017).
Use of a surveillance system, regardless of the type of infection, can bring about an average 20%
reduction effect (Gastmeier, 2009). Surveillance systems can reduce infection rates when used to
find risk factors for infections and monitoring and reporting of outbreaks (Gastmeier, 2009).
When benchmarking of infections are done, and feedback is given, healthcare workers and
managers can look into any gaps in practices and take steps to improve compliance with
infection control practice guidelines and surveillance.

3. Education of family and patient
Training and availability of appropriate staff in health care facilities equip the facility to
educate and alert patients, visitors, and families of the importance of following infection control
recommendations especially on the significance of hand hygiene to limit the spread of organisms
to surfaces (Collins, 2008). Recommendations for patients, visitors, and families should include
general information and education on hand washing and the need for the precautionary methods
they are being asked to follow. Another provision that should be considered along with education
is that of personal protective equipment is ready and available for staff and visitors (Collins,
2018). It is suggested that the infection preventionist measure the educational requirements of
residents and families, advance educational strategies and objectives to meet the needs, and
evaluate the effectiveness of the educational program (Smith et al., 2008)
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4. Practices in place to reduce advance antibiotic mis-use
The prescription of antibiotics, when gone unchallenged, can lead to the incorrect use,
over-prescription, and prolonged use that contribute to the growth and spread of resistant
bacteria. The growth of antibiotic resistance leads to an upsurge in illness, mortality, and
healthcare costs from complications. In a cross-sectional study conducted in Saudi Arabia from
January to February 2017, it was found that about 33.5% of participants specified that they did
not finish the treatment course after they felt better. Nearly 57% specified that they had ever
stored an antibiotic at home for emergency needs, and 28.57% stored leftover antibiotics in the
occasion they felt they required them again. This study highlights the gap in patient knowledge
of antibiotics which the alliance of the health care system, pharmacists, and physicians could
help bridge (Kuehn, 2014).
There are four factors identified to play a part in the growth of antibiotic resistance.
1) malleability of the organisms and natural biological changes (mutation); 2)
inappropriate/indiscriminate use of antimicrobial/antibiotic mediators in all health care locations;
3) misuse and/or overuse of antibiotics in animal/farming husbandry and; and 4) noncompliance
with infection control practices (DePaola, Fried, 2011). According to the CDC, at least 2 million
people are stated to be infected with antibiotic-resistant bacteria with a result of at least 23,000
deaths each year. Infection from antibiotic-resistant organisms have caused patients to require
prolonged hospital admissions, additional follow-up doctor visits which is costly, requiring
alternative treatments as bacteria develop resistant to antibiotics meant to destroy them
(Antibiotic Resistance Threats, 2013). Antibiotic resistance is another concern, especially for the
risk it poses for patients in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) in the hospitals, as these patients are at
higher risks of acquiring HAI. Some of the risks connected with these patients include the
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utilization of devices. From a 2000 report, the National Nosocomial Infections Surveillance
(NNIS) showed that healthcare-associated infections were more common among those with
devices: infections were found in 97% of urinary tract infections cases with urinary catheters and
87% of primary bloodstream infections related with central lines. (National Nosocomial
Infections Surveillance, 2002).
Antibiotic stewardship is another structural element that affects infection rates (Antibiotic
Resistance Threats, 2013). Facilities should have practices in place to advance antibiotic use. The
problem of antibiotic resistance is relevant in infection control as the overuse and misuse can
reduce effectiveness and put patients at risk. Due to this, the CDC published core elements to
antibiotic stewardship that include a call for commitment and drug expertise, accountability,
tracking, reporting, education, and action related to antibiotic stewardship. The CDC outlines
infection control and prevention and antibiotic prescribing guidelines, encouraging providers to
talk to patients about preventing infections and understanding when antibiotics are needed. These
are steps that can contribute to the reduction of antibiotics resistant infections (Antibiotic /
Antimicrobial Resistance (AR / AMR), 2018).

5. Precaution/ resources in stock
Surveyors are tasked with observing health care personnel use of personal protective
equipment such as respirators or face masks, gloves, gowns as called for. Precautionary measures
include vaccinations, surveillance, screening activities for staff and patients and containment
procedures when there is a possible risk of transmission of or outbreak of infection identified
(Smith et al., 1997). Standard precautions are called for in the event that a patient is found to be
harboring an infection. Precautions should emphasize the use of personal protective equipment
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such as gowns, gloves, and masks as deemed necessary. It is also important to isolate the
infected patients to reduce the risk of transmission of infection to other patients and visitors.
Hand hygiene (HH) is a necessary precaution to protect oneself and others from dangerous
bacteria. From a study, it was found that even with high compliance of hand hygiene practice
from hand hygiene interventions, sustaining hand hygiene compliance for an extended period
proves to be a challenge (Neo et al., 2016).

6. Employee Health, Pre-screening, and Vaccination
CMS has the reduction of HAIs as one of its priorities. Another avenue to reduce HAIs
includes the focus on employee health by ensuring that all health care workers are screened for
tuberculosis (TB) upon getting hired and, for persons resulting negative, determine constant TB
screening standards based upon unit/facility risk classification. A baseline testing is
recommended and should be given before employment and then compared with later results as
part of annual testing to determine if any TB transmission has occurred in the facility (Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, n.d.). As healthcare workers are at an increased risk for
exposure to diseases when working with patients and material that could spread infection, the
CDC recommends that employees (including nurses, physicians, dental professionals and
students, emergency medical personnel, laboratory technicians, medical and nursing students,
administrative staff and hospital volunteers) get vaccinated to decrease the likelihood of getting
and of spreading vaccine-preventable diseases. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, n.d.).
Screening of patients and staff is one of the most important steps for the prevention of outbreaks
and the protection of patients. When a patient comes into a facility, there is no way to tell that
they may or may not be colonized with dangerous bacteria that can be easily spread from the
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infected patient to another through a health care worker. According to a study of outbreak
database that studied 2,322 outbreaks, in 31.2% of the outbreaks, employees in the medical staff
were infected or colonized during the period of the outbreak (Vonberg et al., 2011). Patients are
the focus points during outbreaks. In one study, patients (24.6%) were cited as the most common
source of healthcare-associated infection. Other sources of HAIs included environment (11.7%),
medical equipment/device (9.2%), food (3.3%), drug (5%), unknown (39.7%), personnel
(10.0%), and care equipment (1.6%) (Vonberg, et al., 2011). Screening both patients and staff is
important. A study by Mattner et al. (2005) showed the risk of infection compared between
patient and staff. More importance should be put on new patients as there is a greater risk of
transmission of infections if the index case is a patient than if the index case is a staff member
when looking at outbreaks involving norovirus (Vonberg et al., 2011). Notification system for
outbreaks and response protocol are necessary for proper monitoring and response to outbreaks
to avoid the spread of infection. A database on 1022 outbreaks between 1966 to 2002 found
infections attributed to bloodstream (37.0%), gastrointestinal (28.5%), pneumonia (22.9),
primary tract (13.6), surgical site (12.4), lower respiratory tract (other than pneumonia) (9.9),
central nervous system (7.6), and skin and soft tissue (6.6); this study also found patients to be
the most frequent source of outbreaks (Mattner & Gastmeier, 2005).

C. Current literature on the impact of infection control practice on outbreaks and infection rates.
The literature on outbreak reports is valuable to educate and inform individuals and teams
on strategies to guide outbreak investigations and control. The literature available for outbreak
analysis does not cover all health care-associated infections or outbreaks, as many are not
published. According to Mattner and Gastmeier, reasons many outbreaks are not published is
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that the sources of the outbreaks could not be identified, making the data to be of little to no
interest to colleagues. In about 37% of the outbreaks in the study, the source of the outbreak was
not found; outbreaks with identifiable sources are assumed to be more likely to be published.
Individuals were also are hesitant to report outbreaks in their healthcare facility as they fear
consequences. (Mattner & Gastmeier, 2005).
In a study conducted by Cardemil, Parashar, and Hall, (2017), opportunities for
prevention control for norovirus were identified and included isolation precautions and patient
cohorting, hand hygiene, use of personal protective equipment with contact and standard
precautions, staff precautions, routine disinfection and cleaning of frequently touched
environmental surfaces, and closure of wards to new admissions.
The infection control measures taken to stop outbreaks, as noted in the study by Mattner and
Gastmeier, included patient surveillance/screening (54.0%), surveillance /personnel
screening(38.0%), cohorting and isolation (32.2%), hand antisepsis /handwashing(30.5%),
sterilization/disinfection (24.2%), change in antibiotic therapy (26.3%), equipment /modification
of care(23.1%), protective clothing (19.0%), closure of affected location (11.4%), workload
restriction (5.6%), and vaccination (4.6%) (Mattner & Gastmeier, 2005).
In a study that focuses on norovirus outbreaks and infection control measures, Friesema et al.
(2009) show the consequences of infection control structures on the length of the outbreak. From
the study, for example, it was found that only disinfection with 1000 ppm chlorine was found
statistically noteworthy (P<0.05) to lengthen an outbreak (Friesema et al., 2009). Attack rates
decrease when the facility denies entrance to symptomatic visitors.
Environmental Cleaning
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Regular disinfection of high-touch surfaces, just like hand hygiene, is essential to
decrease the contamination of healthcare workers’ hands. In a study conducted in the Cleveland
Veterans Affairs Medical Center, it was found that high touch surfaces were not being cleaned
daily unless they were visibly soiled. From an observation of the lack of removal of fluorescent
marker places on surfaces, it was found that 10% of high-touch surfaces in CDI or MRSA patient
rooms were cleaned by housekeeper every day throughout the study. Through a prospective,
randomized trial of standard cleaning versus day-to-day disinfection of high-touch surfaces, the
study found that when high-touch surfaces were disinfected, there was a significant reduction in
the contamination of hands after contact with surfaces (Kundrapu, Sunkesula, Jury, Sitzlar, &
Donskey, 2012). Healthcare facilities can reduce the risks and transmission of bacteria during
outbreaks through cleaning, use of appropriate disinfectants, and reasonable compliance with
cleaning protocols established throughout the facility (Sood & Perl, 2016).
Another study focused on the compliance and knowledge of hand hygiene among staff in
a nursing home. Huang & Wu. (2008) intended to inspect the influence of a comprehensive
training program in hand hygiene for nurse assistants (NAs). The authors conducted an
intervention in 3 long-term care facilities in Taiwan that included 1 hour of in-service classes and
30 minutes of hands-on training. The demographic data and knowledge of the NAs were
collected along with the infection rate of residents. The researchers measured outcomes from
data collected from September 2005 to December 2005. The researchers found that after three
months of hand-hygiene training, the NAs had more knowledge (from 13.82% to 15.41%,
P<0.001) and higher compliance (from 9.34% to 30.36%, P<0.001) than they had before the
intervention. The researchers also saw a reduction in resident’s infection rate from 1.74%
(December 2004 to February 2005) and 2.04% (June 2005 to August 2005) to 1.52% (December
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2005 to February 2006) (P<0.001). Expanding on the findings, from a pre-test observation, three
out of three NAs performed antisepsis incorrectly. At the post-test and after having received
verbal and posted reminders, 9 out of 9 NAs were using antisepsis correctly. The result of the
study was not an eradication of infections in nursing home residents. This study showed that
caregivers, however, still learned how to reduce infections with their hand-hygiene routine. The
results of this study should be viewed with caution as it was conducted within a limited time, and
limited personnel. The limited amount of observed hand-hygiene practices limited the ability to
draw inferences and the limited period of three months for follow-up was not sufficient to sizeup the longer-term benefits of the program. The sample of three nursing homes selected for the
study cannot be used as a generalization for all Taiwanese nursing homes. Lastly, the data
collection instruments used to measure NAs’ knowledge were established for the study and need
refinements. This study had more focus on infection reduction with hand-hygiene and did not
weigh other infection-related data. The nurse assistant infection rates and other healthcare
providers hand-hygiene customs will be included in future studies. While this study was
conducted in a foreign country and over a decade ago, the results are representative of
improvements in compliance with effective hand-hygiene education and training.
In a more recent study focusing on the influence of staff infection control training on
infection-related quality measures in US nursing homes (Kaur, Stone, Travers, Cohen, & Herzig,
2017), the authors highlighted healthcare-associated infections being the leading cause of
morbidity and mortality in nursing home residents in the United States along with the importance
of ongoing training of staff for effective infection prevention and control. This study shows that
ongoing training of nursing home staff is vital to the implementation of infection control. Staff
infection control training were associated with reduced indwelling urinary catheter use. Varieties
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in infection control practices served as an indication that HAIs are important quality indicators.
For this study, a survey was conducted with 2,514 randomly sampled US nursing homes between
December 2013 and December 2014 to describe the current state of nursing home infection
control program. Results showed that infection control staff were more likely to conduct training
at both new employee orientation and when an infection outbreak occurred. Nursing homes with
high urinary catheter use were less likely to conduct training at both new employee orientation
and when an infection outbreak occurred. The study showed that nursing homes that conducted
training at orientation and when outbreaks occurred were more likely to have better quality
related to urinary catheter use. The authors suggest that reinforcement of infection prevention
and control processes through timely staff training may be a way to decrease infection rates in
NHs, although this warrants additional research. Infection rates are noted to be quality indicators
as the authors point to published quality measures in nursing home compare where users can
compare higher and lower quality nursing homes. As feasible as possible, facilities should look
into comparative costs of infection control programs in advance of their commitment levels.
Such a comparison would allow for stable decisions and program, and a clearer picture of any
opportunities for improvement. Problems and gaps in infection control process should be
approached by understanding the nature of the infection control program and the result of any
deviation, changes, or compliance levels.
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT

Figure 1 - Conceptual Framework
The objective of this study is to inform healthcare facilities and healthcare professionals on the impact of facility practices on
patient safety. We attempt to explore the relationship between structure, process, and outcome of infection prevention programs and
practices. The conceptual framework for this study draws from the Donabedian model of structure, process, and outcome. The
conceptual framework for the study is depicted in Figure 1. The framework aims to tie education and training in facilities as well as
the facilities’ other infection prevention activities to their healthcare-associated infection rates.
The proposed framework classifies the diverse infection prevention activities into two broad categories: the structural aspects
of the infection prevention and control programs and the process aspect of the infection control program. Infection prevention and
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control programs have key structural aspects that contribute to the success of the program as they
function together as parts to a whole. Structural aspects of infection control programs include the
following:
1.

Written policies and procedures that are necessary for proper and uniform guidance when

completing tasks. Written policies serve as a guide for current and future staff members to follow
recommended practices that adhere to rules, regulations, and laws that apply to the organization.
2.

Supplies and resources that are necessary for the adherence to recommended infection

control strategies.
3.

Appropriate personnel with job-specific training and support for infection prevention and

antibiotic stewardship.

Processes draw from established structures and include training; education of staff,
families, and visitors; audits; competency validation; and feedback for staff. Other parts of
processes include precautionary measures, such as vaccinations, surveillance and screening
activities for staff and patients (including intake and containment procedures when there is a
possible risk of transmission of or outbreak of infection). The different parts of the processes
intertwine with the subcategories of the structure. For example, components of structures go into
components of processes; a qualified staff member is necessary for the education of other staff
members in healthcare facilities just as the policies and procedures outline processes and
procedures.
Patient safety-related outcomes affected by structural and process features of infection
control programs can be measured in a variety of ways. For example, Nursing Home Compare
uses specific criteria to measure quality. These quality indicators can serve as a means for
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measuring infection control impact in health care facilities in this study. Some of the criteria
relevant to the impact of infection control practices include but are not limited to; the count of
environmental deficiencies, the count of severe deficiencies on health survey, count of pharmacy
service deficiencies, and count of quality of care deficiencies. Data being used to answer these
questions come from the unannounced inspections and reviews of facility practices and policies
in such areas as resident rights, quality of life, medication management, skin care, resident
assessment, nursing home administration, environment, and kitchen/food services by Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS). Structure and processes of infection control programs
will show an impact in the quality measures for residents in terms percentage of residents with
ulcers that are new or worsened, catheters inserted and left in their bladder, resident with urinary
tract infections, percentage of residents that were re-hospitalized after nursing home admission,
percentage of residents who have had an outpatient emergency department visit, and percentage
of residents who were successfully discharged to the community. Additionally, rates of facilityspecific healthcare-associated infection rates can be used as a key metric for tracking outcomes.
Most facilities report data on healthcare-associated infection rates on an annual basis.
In this study, as suggested by agency theory, strong compliance with the elements in the
structure and process will have an effect on the outcome. The critical question centers on how
the adoption of key structural aspects and processes of infection control programs will impact the
outcome of a facility’s infection control practices. Structural features affect safety outcomes by
hampering compliance opportunities with the unavailability of resources. Similarly, infection
control process can have a significant impact on outcome; For example, sufficient hand hygiene
practice and policies in the facility by all staff members can lower the deficiencies in the health
survey and health outcome of patients.
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As a result of proper education, hand hygiene practice, proper environmental cleaning,
and disinfection of patient care areas and high touch surfaces, staff members should see a
decrease in the count of environmental deficiencies in their healthcare facility. Other factors that
can tie into environmental deficiencies include the availability of cleaning and personal
protective supplies to ensure safe staff practices as they complete their assignments. Another
essential process for infection control is the use of a notification system for the alert of infections
and a clear and outlined outbreak response protocol. Infection control program structure and
processes will bring about desired outcomes such as the reduction of infections across facilities
as a result of ongoing training and compliance in environmental cleaning, hand hygiene, and
other recommended protocols being followed. Complying with protocols can prevent and
control an outbreak and in turn, reduce the risk of transmission of infections.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
Hospital
H1: Hospitals with surgical improvement programs are associated with lower surgical site
infection (SSI) rates.
H2: Hospitals with a competency-based training program for hand hygiene (HH) are associated
with lower rates of CLABSI.
H3: Hospitals with staff who charge infection prevention and control program and are trained in
infection control are associated with lower infection rates.
H3a: Hospitals with staff who charge infection prevention and control program and are
trained in infection control are associated with lower SSI rates.
H3b: Hospitals with staff who charge infection prevention and control program and are
trained in infection control are associated with lower CLABSI rates.
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H3c: Hospitals with staff who charge infection prevention and control program and are
trained in infection control are associated with lower MRSA rates.

Long-term Care
H4: Facilities with a written plan for outbreak are associated with lower number of infections
and lower lengths of outbreak.
H4a: Long-term care (LTC) facilities with a written plan for outbreak response which
includes a definition, procedures for surveillance and containment, and a list of
syndromes or pathogens for which monitoring is performed are associated with lower
number of infections.
H4b: Long-term care (LTC) facilities with a written plan for outbreak response which
includes a definition, procedures for surveillance and containment, and a list of
syndromes or pathogens for which monitoring is performed are associated with lower
lengths of outbreak
H5: Long-term care facilities that educate families and visitors are associated with lower lengths
of outbreak.
Nursing Home
H6: Nursing Homes with written infection control policies that are reviewed at-least annually are
associated with lower health deficiencies.
H6a: We hypothesized that nursing homes that have written infection control policies and
procedures are reviewed at least annually or according to state or federal requirements
would have lower numbers of health deficiencies.
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H6b: We hypothesized that nursing homes that have written infection control policies and
procedures are reviewed at least annually or according to state or federal requirements
would have lower numbers of infections

The research questions will be answered through analysis of facility assessment data on
competency, infection control training, policy implementation and compliance, and healthcare
associated infection rates as reported on the National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN), the
HAI tracking system.
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METHODOLOGY

Data Sources and Sample
We draw data from a few data set for various organizational type including acute care, long-term
care, and skilled nursing facilities which include CDC’s National Healthcare Safety Network
(NHSN) for data on infection rates, Hospital Compare data, Nursing home compare data, data on
outbreaks in healthcare facilities throughout Nevada, Infection Control Assessment and
Response (ICAR) data from Site-visits to various facilities.
From table 1, data is shown to be available for 2016 for two different facility types.
Long-term care and skilled nursing facilities are put in the same table as their assessments were
conducted with the same tool. Domains included in the long-term care and skilled nursing
facilities ICAR were: Infection Control Program and Infrastructure, Surveillance and Disease
Reporting, Hand Hygiene, Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), Respiratory/ Cough Etiquette,
Antibiotic Stewardship, Injection safety and Point of Care Testing, and Environmental Cleaning.
Surveyors use the ICAR forms as a risk assessment and improvement tool for healthcare
facilities.
Acute care facilities had a separate tool that included data points such as: Infection Control
Program and Infrastructure, Infection Control Training, Competency, and Implementation of
Policies and Practices to include Hand Hygiene, Personal Protective Equipment (PPE),
Prevention of Catheter-associated Urinary Tract Infection (CAUTI), Prevention of Central Lineassociated Bloodstream Infection (CLABSI), Prevention of Ventilator-associated Event (VAE),
Injection Safety, Prevention of Surgical Site Infection, Prevention of Clostridium difficile
Infection (CDI), Environmental Cleaning, Device and Reprocessing, as well as Systems to
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Detect, Prevent, and Respond to Healthcare-Associated Infections and Multidrug-Resistant
Organisms (MDROs).
For SIR rates, SIR rates are not calculated, when the number of predicted infections is
less than 1.0. Number predicted is calculated based on HAI aggregate data that is adjusted for
each facility using variables serving as significant predictors of HAI incidence in a facility. Each
facility has a number of infection predicted for each infection type that is calculated. Logistic
regression models or negative binomial regression models are used when for estimating single
outcomes for each exposure or a summarized population respectively (CDC, n.d.). If the SIR >
1.0, then more HAIs were observed than predicted, based on the 2015 national aggregate data. If
the SIR < 1.0, then fewer HAIs were observed than predicted, based on the 2015 national
aggregate data. ∙ If the SIR= 1.0, then the same number of HAIs were observed as predicted,
based on the 2015 national aggregate data.
Data is confined to the year 2016 as this is the year that most of the ICARs were
conducted. For hospitals, there were 22 ICARs conducted, 29 hospitals had Hospital Compare
individual facility data available, and 30 hospitals had in NHSN data available. Outbreak data is
missing for acute-care facilities as a majority of illness outbreaks occurred in nursing homes and
long-term care facilities. For long-term care and skilled nursing facilities, there were 16 ICARs
conducted, 61 LTCs had Nursing Home Compare individual facility data, 27 had data on distinct
outbreaks, and 32 had individual facility level data points in NHSN. The ICAR assessment was
limited to 22 hospitals and 16 nursing homes as they were the only hospitals with infection rate
data as the State of Nevada Epidemiology staff is limited and could only assess so many facilities
in one year limited the study to the 22 hospitals and 16 nursing homes having 2016 data for
analysis.
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The deficiency data was based on star cut-points for quality measure summary scoring
based on the QM Rating Point Range: (one star (325 – 789), two-star (790 – 889), three-star (890
– 969), four-star (970 – 1054), and five-star(1055 – 1600) (CMS, Design for Nursing Home
Compare Five-Star Quality Rating System, 2018). Nursing home deficiency data is based on the
total number of deficiencies that include count of immediate jeopardy deficiencies on health
survey, count of severe deficiencies on health survey, count of substandard deficiencies on health
survey, count of administration deficiencies, count of environmental deficiencies, count of
mistreatment deficiencies, count of nutrition and dietary deficiencies, count of pharmacy service
deficiencies, count of quality of care deficiencies, count of resident assessment deficiencies, and
count of resident rights deficiencies.
Hospital Compare data was not enough to be compared to infection rates and was not
analyzed. For Nursing Home Compare, summary data is computed based on star cut off points.
Star Rating data is generated by scoring quality measures between 20-100 points based on their
performance and star points are assigned based on the points for each facility.
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Table 1: Long-term care, Skilled Nursing, and Acute-care facilities data breakdown and 2016
Available Data and Observations
Long-term care and Skilled Nursing Facilities
Year

ICAR
(BinaryCategorial)

Nursing Home Compare data:
Long-term care and Skilled
Nursing Facilities deficiencies.
(Continuous Data)

Outbreaks:
Length of
Outbreak
(Continuous
Data)

NHSN Data on Infection
Rates
(Continuous Data)

2016

16

61

27

32

Acute-care Facilities
Year

ICAR
(Binary-Categorial)

NHSN Data on Infection Rates
(Continuous Data)

2016

22

30

Note: Hospital compare data covers assessment period 4/1/2016 to 3/31/2017*

Data Collection Procedure
Database from the state of Nevada was utilized for this study as well as publicly available data
from (list all other data source). Data were formatted in an Excel worksheet. The Excel
worksheet was maintained compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA) of 1996 (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, 1996). The Excel worksheet
did not identify any patients or staff members involved any data points such as in outbreak data.
The worksheet provided the researcher with the date of the incident, classification, and location
of the incident. The time frame studied was data that applied to the year 2016. 2016 was the
primary data point reference as a majority of the Infection Control Assessment and Response
(ICAR) assessments were conducted this year. Data from previous years were excluded as they
held a low number of ICAR assessments. Data points were meant to capture data when ICARs
were conducted.
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Facility bed size was not used for inclusion or exclusion criteria. The study was limited to
facilities who had variable data and were included for analysis. Facilities who did not have data
for both SIR infection rate data and ICAR assessment were excluded. Data is separated by
facility type as hospitals use one assessment tool while long-term care facilities and nursing
homes assessments are different. The ICAR assessment was limited to 22 hospitals as they were
the only hospitals with infection rate data. The State of Nevada Epidemiology staff is limited and
could only assess so many facilities in one year. As the study is limited to 2016 data, the study
excluded ICARs assessments that were done in previous and following years.
Variables
The dependent variables or outcome variables in this study include infection rates, length
of outbreak, and quality measures such as Nursing Home Compare data on deficiencies. The
dependent variables consisted of continuous data that were applicable to data on outbreaks in
healthcare facilities throughout Nevada. Outbreak data is compiled based on the date of the
initial onset of symptoms to the last onset of symptoms related to an outbreak in a healthcare
facility. Outbreak data for each healthcare facility is compiled into one spreadsheet with relevant
information such as the location of the outbreak, the number of people ill, dates of onset and
dates symptoms resolved which helps provide the length of outbreak data point. The SIR
compares the actual number of HAIs reported to the number that would be predicted, given the
standard population and adjusting for risk factors that have been found to be significantly
associated with differences in infection incidence SIRs are currently not calculated when the
number of predicted infections is less than 1.0. If the SIR > 1.0, then we conclude that more
HAIs were observed than predicted, based on the 2015 national aggregate data. ∙ If the SIR < 1.0,
then we conclude that fewer HAIs were observed than predicted, based on the 2015 national
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aggregate data. ∙ If the SIR= 1.0, then we conclude that the same number of HAIs were observed
as predicted, based on the 2015 national aggregate data. (National Center for Emerging and
Zoonotic Infectious Diseases, n.d.).
The independent variables or structure and process variables include the infection control
program and infection control practices noted in the ICAR assessment and surveillance practices
in 2016.. The independent variables consisted of binary, categorical data (yes/no) that were
applicable to: Hospital Compare data, Nursing home compare data, Infection Control
Assessment and Response (ICAR) data. ICAR assessments consisted of a series of questions that
were asked of the facilities and were coded as binary responses (yes/no).
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DATA ANALYSIS
Due to the binary nature of the data points (in which facilities answered yes or no in the
ICAR assessment) bivariate statistical analysis was run along with descriptive statistics. Data
were organized in different sheets with variables separated for each data point by facility type.
To test each hypothesis, we ran independent t-test for difference between means and Pearson
pairwise correlations.
The Independent T-tests is used to compare the means of two independent samples on a
given variable. A t-test is done under the assumption that there is a normal distribution. The
independent t-test is done with one categorical or nominal independent variable and one
continuous dependent variable (Urdan, 2017). We used mean and standard deviation for
continuous variables and proportions for categorical variables. It is worth noting that with the
sample size, some hypothesis questions were a challenge to analyze. Due to the small sample
size, the normal distribution test did not do very well.
The correlation coefficient determines if the values on one variable are associated with
the values on another (Urdan, 2017). Perfect correlation is never found in social science research
and is either -1.00 or +1.00 and the closer the results are to this; the stronger the relationship is
between the two variables. Correlations are usually between -.70 and +.70 (Urdan, 2017). From
the results of the correlation, if the upper and Lower bounds have the same sign (positive and
positive or negative and negative), then the difference is statistically significant.
Levene's test is used to determine if the sample variances are equal (Urdan, 2017). With
the Levene’s test, when the significance is less than 0.05, we will report the data as equal
variance not assumed shows, and when the significance is greater than 0.05, we will report that
the data as equal variance assumed. In addition to the independent t-test and to factor for and
summarize data with small sample size, the Hedge’s g was calculated instead of Cohen’s d as
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Hedge’s g corrects for small samples and reports effect size according to the following rule:
Small effect (d ≤ 0.2); Medium Effect (d ≥ 0.4 ≤ 0.6); Large Effect = (d ≥ 0.8) (Hedges, 1981).

The final analysis we ran were correlations to compare the strength of the relationship between
variable to answer the question of whether there are possible connections between variables. See
Appendix A for full results.

Research Ethics:
Ethical requirements were carried out with approval from the Institutional Review Board
(IRB). After administrative review from the UNLV Biomedical IRB, the research protocol does
not meet the definition of human subject research and therefore needs no further review or
approval by the IRB (Appendix A).
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RESULTS
Results are broken down and analyzed by facility type. Analyses for hospital, analyses of longterm care facilities, analyses for nursing homes display descriptive statistics, pearson’s
correlations, group statistics, and t-test results.

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics for Dependent Variables

Length of Outbreak 2016 (days)
CLABSI-SIR Rate
MRSA-SIR Rate
SSI-SIR Rate
NHSN 2016 Infections
Total Number of Health
Deficiencies

Dependent Variables
N
Minimum Maximum
5
12
23
12
0
2
4
1
3
5
0
1
11
6
89
17
0
16

Mean
17.20
.82
1.20
.53
27.91

Std. Deviation
4.66
.434
.945
.501
26.12

6.82

4.02

Table 3: Descriptive Statistics for Dependent and Independent Variables
Independent Variables
Hospitals with surgical improvement programs are associated with
lower surgical site infection (SSI) rates.
The person(s) charged with directing the infection prevention and
control program at the hospital is/are qualified and trained in infection
control.
Hospitals with a competency-based training program for hand hygiene
(HH)
Hospital regularly audits (monitors and documents) adherence to hand
hygiene.
The facility has a written plan for outbreak response which includes a
definition, procedures for surveillance and containment, and a list of
syndromes or pathogens for which monitoring is performed.
The facility has a written surveillance plan outlining the activities for
monitoring/tracking infections occurring in residents of the facility.
The facility educates family and visitors to notify staff and take
appropriate precautions if they are having symptoms of respiratory
infection during their visit?
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N

MEAN

SD

13

0.92

0.28

22

0.59

0.50

22

0.5

0.51

22

0.86

0.35
0.52

16

0.5

16

0.81

0.40

16

0.5

0.52

The facility has specified a person (e.g., staff, consultant) who is
responsible for coordinating the IC program.
Written infection control policies and procedures are reviewed at least
annually or according to state or federal requirements, and updated if
appropriate.
Note: NHSN-National Healthcare Safety Network
CLABSI-Central line-associated bloodstream infection
SSI-Surgical site infection
MRSA-Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
SIR-Standardized infection ratio

15

1

0

15

0.53

0.52

The Descriptive Statistics for Dependent Variables are shown in Table 2. The descriptive
statistics for the independent variables shown in table 3 provide the mean, minimum. Maximum
and standard deviations for each of the ten dependent variables, the correlations statistics, and
independent t-tests provide the significance level for each independent variable and their
respective dependent variables.

The Standard Deviation measures how the data is spread out with the mean being the sum
of all the values divided by the total values. In the samples that include the dependent variables,
the total length of the outbreak (n =5) averaged 17.20 days (SD = 5.66). The total number of
CLABSI-SIR (N = 12) averaged 0.82 (SD =0.43). The total number of MRSA-SIR (N = 4)
averaged 1.20 (SD =0.95). The total number of SSI-SIR (N = 5) averaged 0.53 (SD =0.501). The
total number of NHSN 2016 infections (N = 11) averaged 27.91 (SD = 26.121). The total
number of health deficiencies in 2016 (n=17) averaged 6.82 (SD = 40.19). The dependent
variables were analyzed with the independent variables that total number ranged from 13 to 22.
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Analyses for Hospital
Table 4: Hypothesis Results with Pearsons’s Correlations, Group statistics, and T-test.
Hypotheses

H1. Hospitals with surgical improvement
programs are associated with lower
surgical site infection (SSI) rates.
H2. Hospitals with a competency-based
training program for hand hygiene (HH)
are associated with lower rates of
CLABSI.
H3a. Hospitals with staff who charge
infection prevention and control program
and are trained in infection control are
associated with lower SSI rates.
H3b. Hospitals with staff who charge
infection prevention and control program
and are trained in infection control are
associated with lower CLABSI rates.
H3c. Hospitals with staff who charge
infection prevention and control program
and are trained in infection control are
associated with lower MRSA rates.

Pearson Correlations

Group Statistics

T test for difference between means

No
N Mean
(SD)

t
value

Correlation Sig.
Coefficient (2tailed)
.*
0.000

N

Yes
N
Mean
(SD)

5

5

0.501

0*

.

-0.355

0.257

12

9

0.108

3

0.503

0.388

5

4

0.25

0.17

0.597

12

10

0.461

0.539

4

3
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Mean
Difference

SE

.

Sig.
(2tailed)
.

.

.

0.403

0.818

0.489

0.341

0.417

1

.

.

.

.

.

0.141

2

0.325

0.597

0.597

-0.19

0.348

0.593

1

.

.

.

.

.

H4a. Long-term care (LTC) facilities
0.209
0.538 11
with a written plan for outbreak response
which includes a definition, procedures
for surveillance and containment, and a
list of syndromes or pathogens for which
monitoring is performed are associated
with lower number of infections.
H4b. Long-term care (LTC) facilities
-0.302
0.698 4
with a written plan for outbreak response
which includes a definition, procedures
for surveillance and containment, and a
list of syndromes or pathogens for which
monitoring is performed are associated
with lower lengths of outbreak.
H5. Long-term care facilities that educate 0.78
0.210 4
families and visitors are associated with
lower lengths of outbreak.
H6a. We hypothesized that nursing
-0.354
0.195 15
homes that have written infection control
policies and procedures are reviewed at
least annually or according to state or
federal requirements would have lower
numbers of health deficiencies.
H6b. We hypothesized that nursing
0.209
0.538 11
homes that have written infection control
policies and procedures are reviewed at
least annually or according to state or
federal requirements would have lower
numbers of infections.
a. t cannot be computed because at least one of the groups is empty.
. cannot be computed because at least one of the groups is empty.
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5

14.370 6

8.94

.640

9

.538

10.433

8

8.618

8

6.964

.160

.876

.625

3.917

8

9.219

8

6.042

0.417

0.68

-1.63

3.9

8

1.810

7

3.45

3.73

0.005

5.411

1.452

4

5.740

5

37.59

0.783

0.475

13.35

17.053

Table 4 shows the results from each hypothesis testing with pearson’s correlations, group
statistics, and t-test results. See Appendix A for full results

H1: Hospitals with surgical improvement programs are associated with lower surgical site
infection (SSI) rates.
We hypothesized that hospitals with surgical improvement programs would have lower
surgical site infection (SSI) rates than those who did not. For this hypothesis, we were unable to
compute correlations as the sample size was too small (n=5) and no variations between hospitals
were observed since all hospitals reported having a surgical improvement program (Table 5). Out
of the five hospitals that had SSI data, all answered yes to having a surgical improvement
program and had a mean SSI-SIR rate of 0.53 (M = 0.53, SD = 0.501). T-test was not run for this
hypothesis since there were no variations to compute.
H2: Hospitals with a competency-based training program for hand hygiene (HH) are associated
with lower rates of CLABSI.
We hypothesized that hospitals with a competency-based training program for handhygiene would have lower rates of central line-associated bloodstream infection (CLABSI). On
average, hospitals with a competency-based program had lower infections (N=3, M = 0.738, SD
= 0.324) than facilities that did not (N=6, M = 1.08, SD = 6.97) (Table 6). T-test was not run for
this hypothesis since there were no variations to compute. Cohen's d = (1.08 - 0.738) ⁄ 4.933856
= 0.069317 moderate effect. Hedge’s g accounts for different sample sizes. Hedges' g = (1.08 0.738) ⁄ 5.89327 = 0.058032. Looking at the Hedge’s g, we can conclude that there is a medium
effect size. Looking at the correlations and the independent t-sample result (Table 6), we can
conclude that the relationship was not significant (r = -.355, P > 0.05). The hypothesis is thus not
supported.
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H3a: Hospitals with staff who charge infection prevention and control program and are trained
in infection control are associated with lower SSI rates.
We hypothesized that hospitals that reported having a person(s) who was qualified and
trained in infection control in charge of directing the infection prevention and control program
would have lower SSI-SIR Rates. T-test was not run for this hypothesis since there were no
variations to compute. We found that hospitals who answered yes to having a trained infection
control staff member had a mean higher SIR rates (N=4, M = 0.64, SD = 0.500) than those that
did not (N=1, M 0.08 , SIR 0.081). Looking at the correlations, we can conclude that the
relationship was not significant (r = 0.503, P>0.05). Results are shown in Table 7.

H3b: Hospitals with staff who charge infection prevention and control program and are trained
in infection control are associated with lower CLABSI rates
We hypothesized that hospitals that reported having a person(s) who was qualified and
trained in infection control in charge of directing the program would have lower CLABSI Rates.
We found that hospitals who answered yes to having a trained infection control staff member had
a mean higher SIR rates (N=10, M = 0.85, SD = 0.447) than those that did not (N=2, M = 0.66 ,
SD = 0.460). T-test was not run for this hypothesis since there were no variations to compute.
Cohen's d = (0.66 - 0.85) ⁄ 0.453547 = 0.418921. Gates' delta = (0.66 - 0.85) ⁄ 0.447 = 0.425056.
Hedges' g = (0.66 - 0.85) ⁄ 0.448317 = 0.423807. Looking at the Hedge’s g, we can conclude that
there is a medium effect size. Looking at the correlations, we can conclude that the relationship
was not significant (r = 0.170, P>0.05). Results are shown in Table 7.
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H3c: Hospitals with staff who charge infection prevention and control program and are trained
in infection control are associated with lower MRSA rates.
We hypothesized that hospitals that reported having a person(s) who was qualified and
trained in infection control in charge of directing the infection prevention and control program
would have lower MRSA Rates. We found that hospitals who answered yes to having a trained
infection control staff member had a mean higher SIR rates (N=3, M = 1.42, SD = 1.027) than
those who did not (N=1, M = 0.55, SIR = 1.13 ). T-test was not run for this hypothesis since
there were no variations to compute. Looking at the correlations, we can conclude that the
relationship was not significant (r = 0.461, P>0.05). Results are shown in Table 7.

Analyses of Long-term Care Facilities
H4a: Long-term care (LTC) facilities with a written plan for outbreak response which includes a
definition, procedures for surveillance and containment, and a list of syndromes or pathogens
for which monitoring is performed are associated with lower number of infections.
We hypothesized that LTC facility with a written plan for outbreak response would have
a lower number of infections. We found that facilities that reported having a written plan for
outbreak response had a lower mean number of infections (N=5, M = 33.60 SD = 32.129) than
those that did not (N=6, M = 23.17 SD = 21.894). The independent t-test for difference between
means indicates no significance (t(9) = -0.640, P > 0.05). Cohen's d = (23.17 - 33.6) ⁄ 27.491998
= 0.379383. Gates' delta = (23.17 - 33.6) ⁄ 32.129 = 0.324629. Hedges' g = (23.17 - 33.6) ⁄
26.92753 = 0.387336. Looking at the Hedge’s g, we can conclude that there is a small effect size.
Looking at the correlations, we can conclude that the relationship was not found to be significant
(r =.209, P > 0.05). The hypothesis is not supported. Results are shown in Table 9.
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H4b: Long-term care (LTC) facilities with a written plan for outbreak response which includes a
definition, procedures for surveillance and containment, and a list of syndromes or pathogens
for which monitoring is performed are associated with lower lengths of outbreak.
We hypothesized that LTC facilities with a written plan for outbreak response would
have lower lengths of outbreak. We found that facilities that reported having a written plan for
outbreak response had a lower mean length of 2016 outbreak (N=8, M = 3.75 SD = 6.964) than
those that did not (N=8, M = 4.38, SD = 8.618). The independent t-test for difference between
means indicates no significance (t(14) = 0.160, P > 0.05). Cohen's d = (4.38 - 3.75) ⁄ 7.834769 =
0.080411. Gates' delta = (4.38 - 3.75) ⁄ 6.964 = 0.090465. Hedges' g = (4.38 - 3.75) ⁄ 7.834769 =
0.080411. Looking at the Hedge’s g, we can conclude that there is a small effect size. Looking at
the correlations, we can conclude that the relationship was not found to be significant (r =-719, P
> 0.05). The hypothesis is not supported. Results are shown in Table 9.

5: Long-term care facilities that educate families and visitors to notify staff and take appropriate
precautions if they are having symptoms of respiratory infection during their visit are associated
with lower lengths of outbreak.
We hypothesized that LTC facilities that educate family and visitors to notify staff and
take appropriate precautions if they are having symptoms of respiratory infection during their
visit would have lower lengths of outbreak. We found that facilities that reported educating
family and visitors had a higher mean length of outbreak in 2016 (N=8, M = 4.88 SD = 9.219)
than those who answered no (N=8, M = 3.25, SD = 6.042). The independent t-test for difference
between means indicates no significance (t(14) = -0.417, P > 0.05). Cohen's d = (3.25 - 4.88) ⁄
7.794092 = 0.209133. Gates' delta = (3.25 - 4.88) ⁄ 9.219 = 0.176809. Hedges' g = (3.25 - 4.88) ⁄
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7.794092 = 0.209133. Looking at the Hedge’s g, we can conclude that there is a small effect size.
Looking at the correlations, we can conclude that the relationship was not found to be significant
(r = 0.784, P > 0.05). The hypothesis is not supported. Results are shown in Table 10.

Analyses for Nursing Homes
H6a: Nursing homes that have written infection control policies and procedures are reviewed at
least annually or according to state or federal requirements would have a lower number of
health deficiencies.
The results indicate that there was a significant difference in the number of health
deficiencies between nursing homes that have written infection control policies and procedures
are reviewed at least annually or according to state or federal requirements and those that do not
(t (8.974) = 3.73, p = 0.05). The average number of health deficiencies for nursing homes who
had written infection control policies and procedures that are reviewed at least annually or
according to state or federal requirements, and updated if appropriate (N=8, M = 4.88, SD =
1.81) was significantly lower from that of nursing homes that did not (N=7, M = 10.29, SD =
3.45). Results are shown in Table 1. Cohen's d = (10.29 - 4.88) ⁄ 2.757831 = 1.961687. Gates'
delta = (10.29 - 4.88) ⁄ 1.819 = 2.974162. Hedges' g = (10.29 - 4.88) ⁄ 2.69724 = 2.005754.
Looking at the Hedge’s g, we can conclude that there is a large effect size.

H6b: Nursing homes that have written infection control policies and procedures are reviewed at
least annually or according to state or federal requirements would have lower numbers of
infections.
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The results indicate that there was no significant difference in the number of infections
between nursing homes that have written infection control policies and procedures are reviewed
at least annually or according to state or federal requirements and those that do not (t (4.23) =
0.78, p = .48). That is, the average 2016 infection count of nursing homes that do not have
written infection control policies and procedures that are reviewed at least annually or according
to state or federal requirements (N= 5, M = 36.60, SD = 37.59) was not significantly different
from that of nursing homes that do (N= 4, M = 23.25, SD = 5.74). Results are shown in Table 11.
Cohen's d = (23.35 - 36.6) ⁄ 26.888247 = 0.49278. Gates' delta = (23.35 - 36.6) ⁄ 37.59 =
0.352487. Hedges' g = (23.35 - 36.6) ⁄ 28.662756 = 0.462272. Looking at the Hedge’s g, we can
conclude that there is a medium effect size.
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DISCUSSION
This study aims to examine the impact of the structural and process aspects of infection
prevention and control protocols adopted by healthcare facilities on their healthcare-associated
infection rates and quality of care delivery. In Nevada, there are 54 Hospitals, 54 Nursing
Homes, and 39 Outpatient Facilities licensed by the Bureau of Health Care Quality and
Compliance (HCQC) (DPBH), 2019). From the study, it was found that out of all of the
facilities, 16 facilities and 22 hospitals had ICAR data conducted in 2016. From 2015- early
2018, Nevada epidemiologists with the Nevada Division of Public and Behavioral health
completed a total of ICARs in 13 outpatient facilities, 16 LTC facilities, and 27 Hospitals. The
HAI coordinator leads a team of staff in interviewing infection preventionists and crossreferencing policies in the facility, checking for items from documentation of competency-based
training, performance of audits, to observation of Nursing staff performance of hedgiest and
environmental staff’s cleaning of rooms. Facilities who are not compliant with any items are
marked accordingly and a summary report is generated and shared with the facility assessed.
NHSN data is found to be missing for individual facilities that are supposed to be
reporting HAIs, indicating the need for better compliance and reporting. Better reporting would
mean better access to sufficient data and more accurate picture of the Nevada healthcare
facilities’ performances. Out of 15 facilities, eight facilities answered no to reviewing policies
annually. The reason that some facilities may not have adopted this practice could be attributed
to the infection preventionists wearing multiple hats in the normal function of the facility that
they do not have time to dedicate to infection control activities including the review of infection
control policies. A factor to consider along with the results is the management of surveys
considering the variations that would be present among inspectors’ skills sets, supervision, and
processes.
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Research has shown that infections in health care facilities can be influenced by factors
such as increasing inpatient acuity of illness, inadequate nurse-patient staffing ratios,
unavailability of system resources, and other demands (Collins, 2008). From the data, we can
conclude that several factors contribute to healthcare worker individual practices and outcomes.
Hypothesis 6a Showed that there was significance between Nursing homes have written infection
control policies and procedures reviewed at least annually or according to state or federal
requirements and the number of health deficiencies. Most of the hypothesis tested were not
found to be significant. The significant relationship found can be attributed to the sample size
and the effects of practices on the outcome.
There were various data points in the study; however, that point to the difference in
outcomes based on practices though the data was not pointed to be significant. A possible reason
why this data points to significance and others do not is that it has more variations and values for
more meaningful comparison. Looking at the hypotheses, we can conclude several analyses were
not significant except for H6a. After investigating the relationship of the variables, the Hedge’s
g was used to account for small sample sizes and check for meaningful difference.
One hypothesis was significant, and all other hypotheses lacked significance due to the
small sample size. Because of small sample size was attributed to poor reporting, we see the need
for better HAI data reporting from healthcare facilities in Nevada.
The significant result of the study shows that facilities who have written infection control
policies and procedures reviewed at least annually had fewer healthcare deficiencies. Hypothesis
6a results indicate that the average total number of health deficiencies for hospitals who have
written infection control policies and procedures that are reviewed at least annually or according
to state or federal requirements, significantly different from that of hospitals that did not have
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written infection control policies and procedures are reviewed at least annually or according to
state or federal requirements. This was supported by the result of a large effect size. This points
to the importance of policies and annual review to ensure compliance.
Nursing home deficiencies that are routinely reviewed include and is based on the total
number of deficiencies that include count of immediate jeopardy deficiencies on health survey,
count of severe deficiencies on health survey, count of substandard deficiencies on health survey,
count of administration deficiencies, count of environmental deficiencies, count of mistreatment
deficiencies, count of nutrition and dietary deficiencies, count of pharmacy service deficiencies,
count of quality of care deficiencies, count of resident assessment deficiencies, and count of
resident rights deficiencies.
Having an annual review of written infection control policies would mean that the
individuals responsible for reviewing and enforcing the policies are present, and the policies
would most likely be followed. Reviewing policies can allow for facilities to reflect on if policies
have previously been followed especially policies that could cause deficiencies if not followed.
Having an annual review of written infection control policies can potentially reduce the number
of health deficiencies as this would mean that appropriate personnel is available to complete
responsibilities to ensure that policies are reviewed, and this can, in turn, have an effect on the
actual practices in facilities. Ultimately, when policies drive practice, deficiencies can be
prevented as process affects outcome.
The review of policies show the values of health care facilities as their values influence
behavior and in turn, the performance of the organization. Currently, literature points that the
engagement of nursing leaders to collaborate with coworkers and hospital administrators in
safety, teamwork and communication strategies are critical requirements to improve safe and
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reliable care (Collins, 2008). With the regulations for nursing homes to have an infection
preventionist on staff, we hope to see lower deficiencies in infection prevention and control
practices.
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LIMITATIONS
One of the factors that could have influenced the validity of the results is the small
sample size, as some of the data points were not evenly distributed. Another factor to consider is
that the perception of staff and individual staff knowledge and perception of the program was
limited and the infection preventionists guided the assessment of the infection control program.
Another limitation of this research was that the SIR rates could depend on patient population and
patient care areas. This study is under the assumption that the facilities have the same exposure.
Few hospitals that had SIR rate data as some facilities have missing data on a number of
infections reported for their facilities which impeded the data needed for more in-depth analysis
for the study. More hospitals need to report the number of infections for more SIR rate data to be
available to reflect the population being studied. There is a concern that with deficiencies, some
deficiencies may go undetected or missed as state surveyors evaluate the compliance of facilities
with federal quality standards. Undetected care problems are of concern because they could
become more severe over time if without corrective action and without a requirement for
corrective action (Dicken, 2010). The deficiency data did not have a comparative survey by a
federal survey team to compare findings that determine if items were correctly cited or missed at
the time of the citation. The federal monitoring surveys are conducted in at least 5 percent of
state-surveyed Medicare and Medicaid nursing homes in each state (Dicken, 2010). A factor to
consider is the variations that would be present among inspectors’ skill sets, supervision, and
processes.
Some results showed negative correlations meaning if one is going up, another is going
down (as seen with the negative correlation between hospitals with a competency-based training
program for hand hygiene and CLABSI rate (r = -0.355, P >0.05)). In H2, we see that when the
hospital has a program for a competency-based training program, there is a negative correlation
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although not statistically significant. Although the power and variance are low, we do see that
the direction of correlation was in the direction that is consistent with the hypothesis. In another
instance, facilities that have a written plan for outbreak response were was shown to be
negatively correlating (r=-.302, P>0.05) when paired with their length of outbreak data.
Although the correlation is not significant, this result points to be consistent with the hypothesis
drawn.
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CONCLUSION
From the results of this study, contributions can be made to fill some gaps in HAI
studies in Nevada as well as inform a new direction that future studies can take. This study
introduces the study correlations between practice and outcome based on facility observations
and reports. This study found that there is a significant difference between Nursing homes that
have written infection control policies, procedures being reviewed at least annually and their
number of deficiencies. This finding suggests that the culture of a hospital has an influence on
individual behavior and health outcome. The results of this study especially support the
importance of the infection control department in nursing homes and in other healthcare facilities
as they outline the infection control precautions to be used in the care of patients included hand
hygiene, which is the basic practice to prevent infections. Other precautions that are included in
the standard precautions of the infection control policies include the routine use of personal
protective equipment, environmental cleaning, and respiratory hygiene. It is important that the
right policies and procedures are in place and promoted and the maintenance of this creates a
culture of infection prevention.
The results point to a multifactor root cause for infections in healthcare facilities that
needs to be studied further. A more in-depth study needs to be done to study the interaction of
different infection control practice elements and health outcome measures in Nevada healthcare
facilities and facilities in other states as well. Improved HAI reporting from facilities are also
necessary and key to more valuable and useful data for further study.
Nurses have the responsibility to reduce healthcare-associated infections through
recommended practices outlined in infection control policies to prevent HAIs in patients while
also protecting their health. They have the responsibility to “perform, monitor, assure
compliance with aseptic work practices; provide knowledgeable collaborative oversight on
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environmental decontamination to prevent transmission of microorganisms from patient to
patient along with identifying ill visitors and staff to prevent transmission of illness” (Collins,
2008).
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FUTURE WORK
In this study, the Donabedian model was introduced and explained how structure and process
flow into outcomes. In future studies, this model could be extended to include other factors that
could influence the outcomes of healthcare practices. Factors such as staff motivation,
knowledge, workplace culture, and individual infection control practice audits. In this study, the
ICAR was used to assess facility structure in terms of infection control elements. These elements
include the availability of PPE, competency-based training being given, and trained infection
control staff being available. The ICAR assessment was conducted with the infection
preventionists and could not capture individual staff perception of the infection control program.
There is a multifactor root cause for infections in healthcare facilities that needs to be studied
further. In future research, it would be advisable to have more focus, and description on the
perception of staff as with the ICAR, individual staff member audit results and overall perception
of infection control was not captured. The CDC has recommended that healthcare facilities
conduct TAP assessments with their staff members where surveys will be distributed to capture
perceptions of infrastructure, training, and practice. It would be interesting to investigate
individual staff perceptions further and why differences in outcomes exist between facilities
considering risks, availability of training and resources, behaviors, and individual practices.
After measuring staff knowledge, perception, and practice, the data results can be combined with
outcome measures for facilities to study the significance of individual staff behavior on
healthcare outcomes. The results of this study can then be used to guide training and programs to
improve patient safety.
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APPENDIX A: IRB APPROVAL – EXCLUDED ACTIVITY
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APPENDIX B – ANALYSIS RESULTS
Table 5: Results of correlations and independent sample t-test on hospital surgical improvement
programs and SSI rates.
Correlations

1

Hospitals with surgical
improvement programs are
associated with lower surgical site
infection (SSI) rates.
.a

5
.a

.000
5
1

SSISIR
Rate
SSI-SIR Rate

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

H1a: Hospitals with
surgical improvement
programs are
.000
associated with lower
5
surgical site infection
(SSI) rates.
a. Cannot be computed because at least one of the variables is constant.

13

Group Statistics
Hospitals with surgical
improvement programs
are associated with
lower surgical site
Std.
infection (SSI) rates.
N
Mean
Deviation Std. Error Mean
a
SSI-SIR Rate No
0
.
.
.
Yes
5
.53
.501
.224
a. t cannot be computed because at least one of the groups is empty.
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Table 6: Result of Correlations and independent sample t-test on Hospitals between hospitals with a competency -based training
program for HH, CLABSI-SIR, and MRSA-SIR.

CLABS
I-SIR
Rate

MRSASIR
Rate

CLABSISIR Rate

CORRELATIONS
CLABSI
Hospitals with a competency-SIR
MRSAbased training program for hand
Rate
SIR Rate
hygiene (HH)
1
.306
-.355

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N

Hospitals with a
competencybased training
program for hand
hygiene (HH)
No
Yes
Levene's
Test for

.694

.257

4
1

12
-.441

12
.306
.694

.559

N

4
4
Group Statistics
Mean
Std.
Deviatio
n

3
9

1.08
.73

.697
.324

4
Std. Error Mean

.403
.108

Independent Samples Test
t-test for Equality of Means
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Equality of
Variances
F
Sig.

CLAB
SI-SIR
Rate

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not
assumed

4.8
3

.052

t

df

Sig.
(2tailed)

Mean
Differen
ce

1.20
3

10

.257

.341

Std.
Error
Differen
ce
.284

.818

2.295

.489

.341

.417

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper
-.291
.973

-1.249

1.931

Table 7: Results of Correlations and Independent t-test between hospital have qualified and trained person(s) charged with directing
the infection prevention and control program at the hospital and infection Rates
Correlations
SSI-SIR
Rate
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CLABSISIR Rate

MRSA-SIR
Rate

H1d. The
person(s)
charged
with
directing the
infection
prevention
and control
program at
the hospital
is/are
qualified

SSI-SIR Rate

CLABSI-SIR Rate

MRSA-SIR Rate

H1d. The person(s)
charged with directing
the infection
prevention and control
program at the hospital
is/are qualified and
trained in infection
control.

MRSA-SIR Rate

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

H1d. The person(s)
charged with directing
the infection prevention
and control program at
the hospital is/are
qualified and trained in
infection control.
No

1

-.346

.910

and trained
in infection
control.
.503

5
-.346

.568
5
1

.273
3
.306

.388
5
.170

.568
5
.910

12
.306

.694
4
1

.597
12
.461

.273
3
.503

.694
4
.170

4
.461

.539
4
1

.388
5

.597
12

.539
4

22

Group Statistics
N
Mean

1
55

.55

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error Mean

.

.

SSI-SIR Rate
CLABSI-SIR
Rate

MRS
ASIR
Rate

SSISIR
Rate

CLA
BSI-

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

3
1.42
1.027
.593
1
.08
.
.
4
.64
.500
.250
2
.66
.460
.325
10
.85
.447
.141
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test
t-test for Equality of Means
for Equality
of Variances
F
Sig.
t
df
Sig.
Mea
Std.
95% Confidence
(2n
Error
Interval of the
tailed) Diffe Diffe
Difference
rence rence
Lower
Upper
.
.
-.735
2
.539
-.871 1.186
-5.973
4.231

.

.015

.

.905

.

.

.

-.871

.

.

.

1.007

3

.388

-.563

.559

-2.343

1.217

.

.

.

-.563

.

.

.

-.546

10

.597

-.190

.348

-.964

.585
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SIR
Rate

Equal
variances not
assumed

-.535

1.40
9

.665

-.190

.354

-2.525

2.146

.
Table 8: Results of Correlations and Independent t-test between Long-term care (LTC) facilities who conduct audits of HH and length
of outbreak

Length of Outbreak
2016

Length of Outbreak
2016

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Correlations
Length of
Outbreak
The facility audits (monitors and documents) adherence to
2016
HH
1
-.011
.966
17

17

Group Statistics
The facility audits (monitors and
documents) adherence to HH
N
Mean
Std. Deviation
Std. Error Mean
Yes
3
20.00
3.61
2.08
No
2
13.00
1.41
1.00
a. t cannot be computed because at least one of the groups is empty.
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of
Variances
t-test for Equality of Means
95% Confidence Interval of
the Difference
Sig. (2Mean
Std. Error
Upp
F
Sig.
t
df
tailed) Difference Difference
Lower
er
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Length of
Outbreak
2016

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed

2.14

.24

2.51

3

3.03 2.74

.087

7.00

2.79

-1.88

15.8
8

.063

7.00

2.31

-.76

14.7
6

Table 9: Results of Correlations and Independent t-test between facilities with a written plan for outbreak response, infection counts,
and length of outbreak
CORRELATIONS

A. The facility has a written plan for
outbreak response which includes a
definition, procedures for surveillance
and containment, and a list of
syndromes or pathogens for which
monitoring is performed.
NHSN 2016 Infections

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Group Statistics
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NHSN
2016
Infections
.209
.538
11

Length of
Outbreak
2016
-.302
.698
4

1

-.719
.281
4

11

NHSN 2016
Infections
Length of Outbreak
2016

A. The facility has a written plan for
outbreak response which includes a
definition, procedures for surveillance and
containment, and a list of syndromes or
pathogens for which monitoring is
performed.
no
yes
no

N
6
5
8

Std.
Deviati
Mean
on
23.17 21.894
33.60 32.129
4.38
8.618

Std.
Error
Mean
8.94
14.37
3.047

yes

NHSN 2016
Infections
Length of 1st
Outbreak 2016
Length of 1st
Outbreak 2016

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

8
3.75
6.964 2.462
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of
Variances
t-test for Equality of Means
Std.
Error
95% Confidence
Mean Differenc Interval of the
Sig. (2- Differenc
e
Difference
F
Sig.
T
df
tailed)
e
Lower Upper
-.640
9
.538
-10.433 16.306 -47.319 26.453
.347
.570

.188

.671

-.617

6.872

.557

-10.433

.160

14

.876

.625

3.917

-7.777

9.027

.160

13.409

.876

.625

3.917

-7.812

9.062
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16.922 -50.600 29.733

Table 10: Results of Correlations and Independent t-test between facilities who educates family and visitors to notify staff and take
appropriate precautions and length of outbreak
CORRELATIONS
The facility educates family and
visitors to notify staff and take
appropriate precautions if they are
having symptoms of respiratory
infection during their visit?

Length
of
Outbreak
2016

Length of Outbreak 2016
.78
.21
4

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Group Statistics
The facility educates family and visitors to notify staff and
take appropriate precautions if they are having symptoms of
respiratory infection during their visit?
No
Yes

N
8
8

Mean
3.25
4.88

Std.
Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
6.04
2.14
9.22
3.26

Independent Samples Test
Levene's
Test for
Equality of
Variances

Length
of

F
Equal variances assumed 1
.

Sig.
.251

T
-.417
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t-test for Equality of Means
Std.
95% Confidence
Sig.
Mean
Error
Interval of the
(2- Differen Differen
Difference
df
tailed)
ce
ce
Lower
Upper
14
.68
-1.63
3.90
-9.98
6.73

Outbrea
k 2016

4
3
1
Equal variances not
assumed

-.417

12.08

.68

-1.63

3.90

-10.11

6.86

Table 11: Results of Correlations and Independent t-test between facilities that have written infection control policies and procedures
reviewed at least annually and the number of deficiencies and infections

Total Number of
Health Deficiencies

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

CORRELATIONS
Total
Number of
E. Written infection control policies and procedures are
Health
reviewed at least annually or according to state or federal
Deficiencies
requirements, and updated if appropriate.
1
-.354

17
-.354

E. Written infection
control policies and
procedures are
.195
reviewed at least
15
annually or according
to state or federal
requirements, and
updated if appropriate.
b. Cannot be computed because at least one of the variables is constant.
Group Statistics
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.195
15
1

15

Total Number of Health
Deficiencies
2016 Infections

Total Number
of Health
Deficiencies

. E. Written infection control policies and
procedures are reviewed at least annually or
according to state or federal requirements, and
updated if appropriate.
No
Yes
No
Yes
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of
Variances

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
2016 Infections
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Length of 1st
Equal variances
Outbreak 2016
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

F
5.483

20.41
9

.188

Sig.
.036

.003

.671

N
7
8
5
4

Mean
10.29
4.88
36.60
23.25

Std.
Deviati
on
3.45
1.81
37.58
5.74

Std. Error
Mean
1.30
.64
16.81
2.87

t-test for Equality of Means
Std.
Error
95% Confidence
Mean Differenc Interval of the
Sig. (2- Differenc
e
Difference
tailed)
e
Lower Upper
.002
5.411
1.394
2.399
8.422

t
3.88

df
13

3.73

8.79

.005

5.411

1.452

.69

7

.510

13.350

19.226 -32.112 58.812

.783

4.23

.475

13.350

17.053 -32.991 59.691

.160

14

.876

.625

3.917

-7.777

9.027

.160

13.409

.876

.625

3.917

-7.812

9.062

62

2.114

8.708

NHSN 2016
Infections

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

.347

.570

-.640

9

.538

-10.433

16.306 -47.319 26.453

-.617

6.872

.557

-10.433

16.922 -50.600 29.733
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